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WELCOME

“BECAUSE A TEAM WILL ALWAYS
OUTPERFORM AN INDIVIDUAL”
Thank you for taking the time and allowing us the opportunity to introduce
to you our services overview. It is with a fanatical dedication to customer
service that has driven us to create a system designed to put your needs
first. This manual is intended to illustrate exactly “why” and “how” we do
just that. We hope to impress upon you how our professional team of
experienced top performers are absolutely determined in bringing you
the best possible results. We know you will be confident in us helping
you achieve the best results possible.
After your review, please afford us the opportunity to sit down with you
and discuss at a deeper level, our marketing plan, services solutions,
customized sales strategies and comparative market analysis. We know
we have a winning formula, which is backed by our many client
testimonials. Thanks again!
Sincerely,
Erik Mitlo

“Light is the task, where many share the toil.” - Homer

PERFORMANCE

Performance Equals Credibility
Not all agents are the same, if they were we would all have similar results. So what
separates agents? There are many ways to determine how good an agent is, one way is
through their performance. If you compare our performance to that of the average
agent you’ll immediately notice what we mean.
From a seller’s perspective, the key in understanding our value comes in with the List
vs. Sold Price and Average Days On Market comparisons. We sell homes far faster
and for significantly more over list price than the average agent.
This is what we mean by Performance Equals Credibility.
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Average Agent

Sold Sales Volume
(FY2015)

$45,377,351

$2,167,000

Numbers of Homes Sold

48

3

Average Days On Market

17

26.5

List vs. Sold Price

110.3%

105%

“The most important single ingredient in the formula of success is knowing how to get along
with people.” - Theodore Roosevelt

HOW WE ARE DIFFERENT

Not All Agents Are The Same
The fact that you’re trying to understand how we are different demonstrates that you know not all
agents are the same. To fully understand the following points and one of the critical major differences
between us and the average agent, you must first understand the difference between passive and proactive marketing.
•

Passive Marketing - This is the process of marketing where an agent puts details of your
property out to the public then sits back and waits for people to find it and contact them about
it. This is what most agents do, sit back and wait for somebody to call.

•

Pro-Active Marketing - This is the process of marketing where an agent actively seeks out
buyers for your home. The key difference is that the agent does not sit back and wait. Instead,
they are actively engaged in the market with the specific intention of finding qualified buyers for
your home.

Passive Marketing

Pro-Active Marketing

Here’s what most agents do:

Here’s what we do in addition

•
•

Put a sign on your lawn
Put on the MLS (the agent listing
database)
•
Make flyers
•
Hold open houses
•
Hope it sells

We’re actually being generous in saying
that ALL agents do the items above
because most agents’ marketing
consists of putting the home on the
MLS and letting it sit (while praying
buyers or agents find it.)

•

Our staff will cold call all home owners 1/2 mile
around your home up to 9 times if we don’t
connect to see if they know anybody interested
moving into the area.
•
Door knock all homes within 1/2 mile to see if
they know anybody interested moving into the
area.
•
Mail “Just Listed” postcards to all homes 1 mile
around home.
•
Cold call HR Relocation Managers of the local
top 50 companies to see if they have employees
that need relocating. to your area.
•
Email HR Relocation Managers of the local top
50 companies to see if they have employees
that need relocating to your area.
We spend our time, energy and resources into
building an active marketing funnel, not hoping.

“The wise win before the fight, the ignorant fight to win.”- Zhuge Liang

STAGING

MARKETING

Before

After
Pre-Marketing
• Advise and facilitate proper touch ups and clean up
• Proper inspections completed and made available
• Paper work and disclosures finalized made available
• Professionally photographed, virtual tour
• Email blast all Bay Area Intero agents - 2500+
• Professionally staged (optional)
• Drone, website video and other media (optional)
Strategic Pricing/Value Based Market Positioning
• Visit and understand comparable homes for sale in the market
• Walk your home to identify its “unique value propositions”
• Strategically price home to “steal” the buyers off the market
• Drive price through multiple counter offers
Passive Marketing
• MLS input
• Put sign on lawn with flyer box and business cards
• Make flyers
• Highlight “unique value propositions” in all marketing material
• Hold open houses and invite neighbors to attend
Pro-Active Marketing
• Cold call all homes within 1/2 mile around home
• Door Knock all homes 1/2 mile around home
• Send Mailers to all homes 1 mile around home
• Cold call Top 50 companies’ HR departments
• Email blast Top 50 companies’ HR dept and relocation reps.
Superior Online Marketing
• Multiple online and mobile syndication services like Neybor.com
• Direct to over 50+ websites and mobile platforms
• SEO optimization through SEO Arbiter
• Google Adwords top page ad placement
• Targeted social media marketing ads like Facebook Boosts
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“A man to carry on a successful business must have imagination. He must see things as in a
vision, a dream of the whole thing.” - Charles Schwab

WHY HIRE US ?

Intero Real Estate Services - A wholly owned, independently
operated subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway, Intero now has the largest
There are a lot of great agents out there, but market share in both Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties. Intero has
what if you had a whole team of top 1000’s of agents working directly with buyers that potentially could be
performers working for you? What if you had interested in YOUR home. These agents have direct access to view
a marketing specialist, a professional stager your property through our network!
and magazine quality photographer? What if
you had a team of inside sales professionals A Team Will Always Outperform An Individual - It’s a
making cold calls and door knocking the fact, teams outperform individuals. They just do, thats why we prefer
neighborhoods around your house to find to do it this way. We want the best experience possible for our clients
you potential buyers? What if you had a and we have carefully selected the best people for each job to
professional team of inspectors and maximize your results. “If you divvy the tasks, you’ll multiply the
contractors ready at the whim to get your results”
home in tip-top shape to maximize your
home’s potential salability and sales price? Performance Equals Credibility -We have the track record
Not to mention transaction coordination and performance that insures you will achieve the absolute best results.
and support staff on the back end that Pro-Active Marketing - A “Pro-Active” sales force working
insures a smooth and easy transaction. Ok, directly for you calling and door-knocking the neighbors to maximize
now imagine that same agent working on a on ANY potential buyers in the marketplace. This puts us leaps ahead
couple other transactions at the same of the competition.
time. If you work with a single agent, how
are they going to handle all this while Our Online Marketing - “100% of buyers begin their home
handling the vast and complex legal search online,” claims the National Association of Realtors. We use
paperwork and disclosures?
the latest online marketing techniques for both online and mobile
platforms. From SEO optimization through SEO Arbiter and Google
How well do you think you’ll be Adwords top page ad placement. We post to multiple online listing
protected when an individual agent syndication services and direct to over 50+ websites, including all
is spread so thin trying to manage major social media outlets like Facebook and Instagram. Without
all that? As you can easily see, the question, ANY potential buyers in the market will see your listed home
odds are not in your favor for online.

SO WHY HIRE US?

getting you the best results. What We Give Back - We truly enjoy the gift of giving and feel it’s our
if the benefits of a top performing duty to help others in need. By working with us, you’re indirectly
team came for the same cost as helping others too. That’s Awesome.
your single average agent?

They do with us!

Trust - We can’t tell you to trust us, but our past clients can. Read
their testimonials and/or ask us for a more detailed referral list. We’re
obliged to share.

“Trust and reputation are not discretionary. They are as necessary in business as the people
in whom they reside.” - Tony Alessandra

GIVING BACK

The Biggest Reward
Giving back is where you give, with no expectations in return. No benefits for you, no recognition, nothing
tangible gets sent your way. The biggest and sole reward is the realization that you’ve made it possible for a
child in need to see one more day! The way we look at it is like this; No matter how tough you think your
life is, there’s always someone who has to face challenges that are even tougher than yours. So why not give
to help those less fortunate? Last year our we donated over $20,000 to this worthy cause. We were
honored to be able to walk through the hospital and meet some of the children most in need. It was very
touching and there was no better feeling knowing that in some way we were able to help. For that we are
thankful.

“Tenderness and kindness are not signs of weakness and despair, but manifestations of
strength and resolutions.” - Kahlil Gibran

CLIENT STORIES

“If you find it in your heart to care for somebody else, you will have succeeded.”
- Maya Angelou

CLIENT STORIES

“Each friend represents a world in us, a world possibly not born until they arrive.”
- Anais Nin

OUR TEAM

Erik Mitlo - Listing Specialist - Erik worked in private equity at Red Fish Capital for 2 years before coming to Intero Lincoln in 2014. Erik is a “Top
10 Producer” and holds a Certified Distressed Property Expert Designation.
Mo Bani-Taba - Listing Assistant / Broker- Mo is franchise owner for the Intero office on Lincoln Avenue. He started his real estate
career full-time in 1999. He has consistently been in top 5% of Realtors in Santa Clara County for the last decade. He holds a BS in Information
Technology and a MBA.
Mike Orlando -Listing Assistant / Associate Broker / Inside Sales - Mike has been doing residential real estate for over 26 years.
Mike fully understands all aspects of the building process. He has built, remodeled and renovated over 60 homes in the Bay Area as a Developer/
Builder. Mike is consistently listed in Intero's Top 30 and Top 5% productions circles. Mike holds an MBA.
Farah Bani-Taba - Broker/Legal Advisor - 27 years in Real Estate, Farah oversees all legal aspects of our transactions.
Mark Lee - Marketing Director - A 25 year Marketing and Business Advisor that gives insight and development on strategic marketing plans
that reach defined targets. His specific messages resonate with those audiences and motivate them to continue the relationship with the product or
brand.
Michelle Rubio - Office Manager - Michelle’s main responsibility is team support. Her hands are filled with insuring the entire transaction
process is running smoothly. Michelle also is the in-house expert in print media marketing including all flyer and mailer designs.
Adriana Lomelli - Transaction Coordinator - Adrianna began her TC work in 2014 overseeing all transaction coordinating activities to
ensure a smooth and successful close of escrows. She has a vast understanding of the complicated legal papwerwork process.
Teresa Espinosa - Escrow/Title Officer - Teresa has been an Escrow/Title Officer since 1984. She provides unparalled expertice in the
escrow/title process, which in turn mitigates potential issues during this critical phase of the transaction.
Barry Saugen - Property Inspector - Certified member of the International Association of Certified Home Inspectors. Between
construction and inspections Barry has over 11,000 inspections completed in his 20 years.
Cliff Beton - Termite/Fungus Inspector - Clliff has been inspecting for wood destryoing pests and organisims for 14 years and has also
completed over 9000 inspections. He was an annual national award winner in his 12 years with Terminix.
Jason Foy - Professional Photography - Jason has been doing professional real estate photography since 2008. In addition, he has
photographed the World Series of Poker, professional athletes such as UFC fighters, professional body builders, and models. He also photographs
weddings, events, family and professional portraits.
Details & Twine Staging - Professional Staging - Danette Mashkoori and Tala Roohparvar offer several options to stage your home
to fit your budget. Their attention to detail and incorporation of warmth in their staging plans ensure appeal to a broad variety of perspective
buyers.
Chris Grindy - Tax EA - Chris has been an EA since 2006. EA’s are the only tax practioners who specialize in taxation and also have
unlimited rights to represent taxpayers before the IRS.
Kim Pedersen - Premier Mortgage Planning - Kim has been doing mortgage planning for over 24 years, Kim has seen it all, and
prides herself on exceeding her clients expecations.
Isabel Herrera - Deep Cleaning - Isabel and team have been deep cleaning homes for 15 years. They go through every nook and
cranney and make sure your home is sparkling clean when we put it on the market.
Don McDonald - General Contractor - Referrals and Resume available upon request
Daniel Mitlo - Electrical Contractor - Referrals and Resume available upon request
Edgar Romero - Painter - Referrals and Resume available upon request
Elazar Cruz - Landscape - Referrals and Resume available upon request

“You have to have your heart in business, and the business in your heart.”
- Thomas J. Watson

WHATS NEXT

We Need To Meet:
Walk your home - Both from a buyer’s perspective and to determine from a marketing
perspective the home’s “unique value propositions”.
Discuss your needs - We want to know what’s important to you and what your goals
are through the transaction. This way, we can do everything in our power to deliver on
those expectations.
Discuss our pricing strategy - Like we mentioned earlier, “pricing your home is a
strategy, not what it will sell for.” We will be honest with you about what your home most
likely will sell for and the best way to maximize on the current buyer market. Never pick an
agent based on what they tell you your home will sell for.
Cover our tailored marketing strategy - Our marketing strategy is a proven
system, but like any well run machine it needs to be fine tuned to your specific needs.
Discuss the timelines and process - Understanding the transaction timelines will
better help you plan. Inspections, home prep, lengths of escrow and your move will all play
a big factor in helping you achieve your objectives.
Discuss our guarantee - We are completely confident in our ability to sell your
home that if we dont sell it within 90 days of marketing it, you won’t owe us anything if
we sell it after that. (you would still pay the buyer side of course).
Also If for any reason if you are not 100% satisfied with your experience with us, you
can cancel any agreement between us at any time. (before we enter into an escrow of course)
Start the paper work - Are you comfortable and confident in the experience you
will receive and our ability to sell your home? We’re excited to start the paper work so
we can start pre-marketing.

“T he Person bor n with a talent they are meant to use will find their g reatest happiness
in using it.” - Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe
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